Shadowing in the nuclear photoabsorption above the resonance region
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Abstract

A model based on the hadronic fluctuations of the real photon is developed to describe the total photonucleon and photonuclear cross sections in the energy region above the nucleon resonances. The hadronic spectral function of the photon is derived including the finite width of vector-meson resonances and the quark-antiquark continuum. The shadowing effect is evaluated considering the effective interaction of the hadronic component with the bound nucleons within a Glauber-Gribov multiple scattering theory. The low energy onset of the shadowing effect is interpreted as a possible signature of a modification of the hadronic spectral function in the nuclear medium. A decrease of the \( \rho \)-meson mass in nuclei is suggested for a better explanation of the experimental data.
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1 Introduction

The reduction of the absorption strength of high energy real photons on nuclei is known as shadowing effect. This effect is generally described considering the real photon as a superposition of a bare photon and of a hadronic fluctuation with the same quantum numbers \((J^{PC} = 1^{--})\). Within this model the shadowing is produced by the coherent multiple scattering of the hadronic intermediate state on different nucleons inside the nucleus. The amount of the shadowing mainly depends on macroscopic nuclear parameters like the mass number \(A\) and the radius \(r_A\), and on properties of the hadronic fluctuation like the coherence length \(\lambda_h\) and the interaction cross section \(\sigma_{hN}\) with the nucleon.

In earliest simple models [1], the hadronic component of the photon is given by the low-lying vector mesons \(\rho, \omega\) and \(\phi\). These Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) models qualitatively reproduce the photonuclear absorption cross section behavior in the several GeV domain [2]. Generalized Vector Meson Dominance (GVMD) models [3], which include higher mass vector mesons and non-diagonal terms, better explain higher energy real photon absorption and virtual photon absorption in deep inelastic electron scattering.

On the contrary, at low real photon energies most of the calculations fail to reproduce the experimental results [4]. Two recent VMD calculations, that describe the vector-meson mass distributions with \(\delta\)-functions [5, 6] and consider an energy independent vector-meson nucleon cross section \(\sigma_{VN}\) [7], do not predict the nuclear damping of the photoabsorption strength observed below 2 GeV, as shown in Fig. 1 for the carbon case. In addition they also underestimate the experimental shadowing effect between 2 and 3 GeV. The result of a GVMD calculation [8], in which the energy behavior of \(\sigma_{VN}\) cross section is taken into account, is also given in Fig. 1. It clearly shows a better agreement with the experimental shadowing ratio, but it is not able to reproduce the absolute value of the total photonuclear cross section.

The shadowing phenomena, also observed in deep inelastic lepton nucleus scattering, is also studied within a VMD model in which the photon hadronic spectral function is derived from the empirical cross sections of the \(e^+e^- \rightarrow \text{hadrons} \) processes [9]. Besides the vector meson mass spectra, this model also includes the low energy \(\pi^+\pi^-\) non-resonant production, and the high energy quark-antiquark continuum.

The importance of the hadronic spectral function in the description of the process is shown in Fig. 2 where the coherence length \(\lambda_V = 2k/m_V^2\) of vector mesons of lower mass \(m_V\) are given as a function of the photon energy \(k\). The shadowing effect starts to manifest at an energy for which \(\lambda_V\) is bigger than the typical intranucleon distance \((d_{NN} \sim 1.8 \text{ fm})\) so that scattering on at least two nucleons is possible. Then the strength of the effect starts to saturate at an energy for which \(\lambda_V\) is bigger than the nuclear size \((\sim 2r_A)\). Clearly a low energy shadowing can be only induced by the lowest mass hadronic components of the photon spectral function and by their possible modifications in the nuclear medium. Both the reduction of the vector-meson mass [10] and the modification of the \(\rho\)-meson spectral function [11, 12] can decrease the photon energy at which the coherence length starts to exceed the intranucleon distance thus producing an earlier onset of the shadowing effect.

In this paper a model is derived to describe the photonucleon and the photonuclear total absorption cross sections above the nucleon resonance region \((k \geq 1.65 \text{ GeV})\). In particular the experimental hadronic spectral function, vector-meson nucleon cross sections and effective \(\rho\)-coupling constant are taken into account. A possible modification of the hadronic spectral function inside the nuclear medium is also considered.
2 Model

In the description of the photohadronic absorption process, the physical photon is considered as a superposition of a bare photon and a hadronic component made up of a quark-antiquark state \((q\bar{q})\). The photonucleon cross section \(\sigma_{\gamma N}\) is decomposed in a term \(\sigma^{\text{dir}}_{\gamma N}\) due to the direct coupling of the bare photon with the nucleon and an hadronic term \(\sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma N}\).

At small total center of mass energy the hadronic components of the absorbed photon are mainly formed by strongly correlated \(q\bar{q}\) pairs, while at higher energy \(q\bar{q}\) pairs from the so-called continuum are also important.

2.1 Photoabsorption on the nucleon

The hadronic contribution to the photoabsorption cross section on the proton is expressed by a spectral relation of the form \([3, 4]\):

\[
\sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma p}(k) = 4\pi\alpha_{\text{em}} \int_{s_0}^{s_u} \frac{d\mu^2}{\mu^2} \Pi(\mu^2)\sigma_{\gamma p}(\mu^2, k),
\]

being \(\Pi(\mu^2)\) the spectrum of the hadronic fluctuation of mass \(\mu\) and \(\sigma_{\gamma p}\) the effective hadron-proton cross section. The integration limits are the two pion production threshold \(s_0 \equiv (2m_\pi)^2\) and \(s_u = (\sqrt{s} - m_p)^2\) with \(s\) the total center of mass energy and \(m_p\) the proton mass. The hadronic spectral function of the photon \(\Pi(\mu^2)\) is related to the measured cross section of the \(e^+e^- \rightarrow \text{hadrons}\) process by

\[
\Pi(s) = \frac{1}{12\pi^2} \frac{\sigma_{e^+e^- \rightarrow \text{hadrons}}(s)}{\sigma_{e^+e^- \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-}(s)}.
\]

At low energy \((s \leq s_1 = m_\rho^2 \approx 1\text{ GeV}^2)\), \(\Pi(s)\) is dominated by the resonance contribution \(\Pi^R(s)\) due to the sum of the low-mass vector meson spectral function \(G_V(s)\). At higher energy \((s > s_1)\), besides the narrow charmonium and upsilon resonances, the spectral function is dominated by the combination \(\Pi^C(s)\) of the continuum quark-antiquark fluctuations. Then, the total spectral function \(\Pi(s)\) can be written as

\[
\Pi(s) = \Pi^R(s) + \Pi^C(s) = \sum_{V=\rho,\omega,\phi,J/\psi,\psi'} G_V(s) + \Pi^C(s).
\]

Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (1), the \(\sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma p}\) is written in terms of the resonance and the continuum contributions:

\[
\sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma p}(k) = \sigma^{R}_{\gamma p}(k) + \sigma^{C}_{\gamma p}(k) = 4\pi\alpha_{\text{em}} \int_{s_0}^{s_u} \frac{d\mu^2}{\mu^2} G_V(\mu^2)\sigma_{\gamma p}(\mu^2) + 4\pi\alpha_{\text{em}} \int_{s_1}^{s_u} \frac{d\mu^2}{\mu^2} \Pi^C(\mu^2)\sigma_{\gamma p}(\mu^2, k),
\]

where \(\sigma_{\gamma p}\) and \(\sigma_{\gamma p}\) are the interaction cross sections of the vector mesons and of the continuum quark-antiquark pairs respectively. In this work, \(G_V(s)\) are derived directly from Eq. (4) by taking into account the experimental resonance widths \([3, 4]\):\

\[
G_V(s) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{m_{V'}}{g^2_s} \frac{B_V m_V \Gamma_V(s)}{(s - m_V^2)^2 + (m_V \Gamma_V(s))^2},
\]

where \(g^2_s\) are the \(\gamma V\) coupling constants, \(\Gamma_V(s)\) are the total hadronic widths of the resonances and \(B_V\) are the branching ratios for the decay \(V \rightarrow e^+e^-\) \([4]\). The continuum contribution is written as:

\[
\Pi^C(s) = \frac{1}{12\pi^2} \sum_f 3q_f^2
\]

and the sum is extended over all quark flavors \(f\) of fractional charge \(q_f\) which are energetically accessible. In Fig. (3) the resonance and the continuum contributions to the spectral function are shown.

In order to evaluate the resonance contribution in Eq. (4), experimental vector-meson proton cross sections \(\sigma_{Vp}(k)\) are considered. In particular, the \(\sigma_{\rho p}(k)\) is derived from photoproduction data on hydrogen \([3, 4]\). The \(\rho\)-meson photoproduction cross section is related to the elastic scattering of transversely polarized vector meson on nucleons by the VMD relationship and, through the optical theorem, to the total cross section \(\sigma_{\rho p}\):

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{dt}(\gamma p \rightarrow \rho p) \big|_{t=0} = \frac{\alpha_{\text{em}} 4\pi}{64\pi g^2_\rho} \frac{1 + \eta^2}{q^0} \eta^2 \sigma_{\rho p}^2.
\]
The effective coupling constant at low energies; its energy behaviour is parameterized as

\[ \sigma \propto q \rho \]

where the integration is performed over the fraction \( p_1 + p_2 \sqrt{k} \).

where \( \eta_p \) is the ratio of the real to imaginary forward-scattering amplitude, and \( \eta_p \) and \( \epsilon \) are the center of mass momenta of the \( \rho \) and \( \gamma \) systems at the same invariant collision energy \( \sqrt{s} \). The values of the \( \eta_p \) and of the effective coupling constant \( \frac{4\pi}{g_{\rho\pi}} \) are from Ref. [13], where the effective \( \rho \) coupling constant is reproduced by GVMD with physical coupling and the non diagonal \( \rho \) term. The \( \sigma_{pp} \) is shown in Fig. 3. As it is seen \( \sigma_{pp} \) is higher at low energies; its energy behaviour is parameterized as

\[ \sigma_{pp}(k) = p_1 + \frac{p_2}{\sqrt{k}} \]  

where \( p_1 = 18 \) mb and \( p_2 = 27 \) mb GeV\(^{1/2} \). The cross sections of the higher-mass vector mesons are fixed to \( \sigma_{\omega}(k) = \sigma_{\rho}(k) \), \( \sigma_{\phi} = 12 \) mb, \( \sigma_{\psi} = 2.2 \) mb and \( \sigma_{\psi'} = 1.3 \) mb [4].

The \( \sigma_{qp} \) is determined by the transverse size of the \( q\bar{q} \)-fluctuations [3]:

\[ \sigma_{qp}(\mu^2, k) = \int_0^1 \sigma_{qp}(\mu^2, k, \alpha) d\alpha = \left( q_1 + \frac{q_2}{\sqrt{k}} \left[ \frac{8}{\mu^2} \ln \left( \frac{1+x}{1-x} \right) + R_c^2 (1-x) \right] \right) \]  

where the integration is performed over the fraction \( \alpha \) of the light-cone momentum carried by the quark [3]. Here \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are free parameters, \( x = \sqrt{1 - (\frac{q^2}{2m^2})} \) where \( R_c \) is the maximum transverse size of the \( q\bar{q} \)-fluctuations.

The nuclear photoabsorption cross section \( \sigma_{\gamma N} \) is written as:

\[ \sigma_{\gamma A}(k) = \sigma_{\gamma A}^{dir}(k) + \sigma_{\gamma A}^{had}(k). \]  

Figure 3: Continuum (dashed line) and resonance (solid line) contributions to the hadronic spectral function used in the model.

Figure 4: Fit (solid curve) to the \( \rho \)-meson interaction cross section for the proton \( \sigma_{pp} \) derived from Refs. [13] (open circles). Dashed curve is the continuum interaction cross section \( \sigma_{pp} \) derived from Eq. (9).

The direct contribution \( \sigma_{\gamma p}^{dir} \) is calculated as:

\[ \sigma_{\gamma p}^{dir} = \sigma_{\gamma p} - \sigma_{\gamma p}^{had}, \]  

where \( \sigma_{\gamma p}(k) \) is parameterized as \( \sigma_{\gamma p} = 67.7s^{0.08} + 129s^{-0.45} \) [18].

In Fig. 5 the result of the calculation for \( \sigma_{\gamma p} \) in the energy range 1.65 GeV < \( k < 30 \) GeV are presented together with the experimental data. The resonance \( \sigma_{\gamma p}^{R} \) and the continuum \( \sigma_{\gamma p}^{C} \), contributions to the total cross section \( \sigma_{\gamma p} \) are also given. The \( \rho \)-meson accounts for about 85\% of the resonance contribution, the \( \omega \)-meson for the 9\% , the \( \phi \)-meson for the 4\%. The small bump in the calculation that occurs at \( k \sim 8 \) GeV is due to the opening of charm channels which account for about 1\%. The \( \sigma_{\gamma p}^{dir} \) contribution to the total cross section is also shown in Fig. 5.

The hadronic and the direct contributions to the total cross section for the neutron case have been also derived from the deuteron photoabsorption data [14] by using a procedure similar to the one described for the proton. This allows to evaluate the isospin weighted nucleon cross sections \( \sigma_{\gamma N}, \sigma_{\gamma N}^{had}, \sigma_{\gamma A}^{R}, \sigma_{\gamma A}^{C}, \sigma_{\gamma N}^{h}, \sigma_{\gamma N}^{V} \) and \( \sigma_{\gamma N}^{\nu} \) for each nucleus.

2.2 Photoabsorption on nuclei

The nuclear photoabsorption cross section \( \sigma_{\gamma A} \) is written as:

\[ \sigma_{\gamma A}(k) = \sigma_{\gamma A}^{dir}(k) + \sigma_{\gamma A}^{had}(k). \]  

The cross section for the neutron case have been also derived from the deuteron photoabsorption data [14] by using a procedure similar to the one described for the proton.
thus leading to shadowing. This process is described by interference between multiple scattering amplitudes reduces a in and to the continuum (C).

Figure 5: Predictions of the model (thick solid line) for the photoabsorption cross section on the proton. Dotted curves are the hadronic contributions due to resonance (R) and to the continuum (C). Dashed curves are the individual $\rho$, $\omega$ and $\phi$-mesons contributions. The contribution from direct processes (dir) is shown as a thin solid curve.

The direct term $\sigma^{\text{dir}}_{\gamma p}(k)$ is equal to the incoherent sum of the corresponding terms on proton and neutron:

$$\sigma^{\text{dir}}_{\gamma p}(k) = Z\sigma^{\text{dir}}_{\gamma p}(k) + N\sigma^{\text{dir}}_{\gamma n}(k).$$  (12)

The hadronic term is derived by substituting in Eq. (1) the hadron-proton cross section $\sigma_{hp}$ with the hadron-nucleus cross section $\sigma_{hA}$:

$$\sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma A}(k) = 4\pi\alpha_{em}A \int_{s_0}^{s_n} \frac{d\mu^2}{\mu^2} \Pi(\mu^2)\sigma_{hA}(\mu^2, k).$$  (13)

Inside the nucleus the intermediate hadronic system undergoes a coherent scattering on bound nucleons. The interference between multiple scattering amplitudes reduces the hadron-nucleus cross section $\sigma_{hA}$ compared to $A\sigma_{hN}$ thus leading to shadowing. This process is described by the Glauber-Gribov multiple scattering formalism [13].

Considering the scattering on one up to five nucleons, $\sigma_{hA}$ is given by:

$$\sigma_{hA}(\mu^2, k) = A\sigma_{hN} \left[ 1 - a_2 (A - 1) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_2(\epsilon) + a_3 (A - 1) (A - 2) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_3(\epsilon) - a_4 (A - 1) (A - 2) (A - 3) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_4(\epsilon) + a_5 (A - 1) (A - 2) (A - 3) (A - 4) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_5(\epsilon) \right],$$  (14)

where $a_n$ are numerical coefficients which are strongly decreasing with $n$, $F_n(\epsilon)$ are functions of $\epsilon(\mu^2, k) = \sqrt{r^2/\lambda_h}$ which depend on the nuclear density distribution. The quantity $r^2$ is the rms electron-scattering radius given in Ref. [20].

When $\lambda_h \ll \sqrt{r^2}$, $F_n(\epsilon)$ approximately vanish and $\sigma_{hA} = A\sigma_{hN}$. Otherwise there is shadowing and the shadowing cross section reduction $\Delta\sigma(k) = \sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma A}(k) - A\sigma^{\text{had}}_{\gamma N}(k)$ is given by

$$\Delta\sigma(k) = \Delta\sigma^C(k) + \Delta\sigma^R(k)$$  (15)

with

$$\Delta\sigma^C(k) = 4\pi\alpha_{em}A (A - 1) \times$$

$$\times \left[ \frac{a_2}{\pi \lambda_p^2} \int_{s_0}^{s_n} \frac{d\mu^2}{\mu^2} \Pi(\mu^2) \Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(2)}(\mu^2, k) F_2(\epsilon) - a_3 (A - 1) (A - 2) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_3(\epsilon) + a_4 (A - 1) (A - 2) (A - 3) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_4(\epsilon) - a_5 (A - 1) (A - 2) (A - 3) (A - 4) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} F_5(\epsilon) \right]$$  (16)

and

$$\Delta\sigma^R(k) = 4\pi\alpha_{em}A (A - 1) \times$$

$$\times \sum_V \left[ \frac{a_2}{\pi \lambda_p^2} \int_{s_0}^{s_n} \frac{d\mu^2}{\mu^2} G_V(\mu^2) \Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(2)}(k) F_2(\epsilon) - a_3 (A - 1) (A - 2) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} G_V(\mu^2) \Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(3)}(k) F_3(\epsilon) + a_4 (A - 1) (A - 2) (A - 3) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} G_V(\mu^2) \Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(4)}(k) F_4(\epsilon) - a_5 (A - 1) (A - 2) (A - 3) (A - 4) \frac{\sigma_{hN}}{\pi \lambda_p^2} G_V(\mu^2) \Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(5)}(k) F_5(\epsilon) \right]$$  (17)

where

$$\Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(i)}(\mu^2, k) = \int_0^1 d\alpha \left[ \sigma_{\gamma N}(\mu^2, \alpha, k) \right]^i,$$  (18)

and for each nucleus

$$\left[ \sigma_{\gamma N}(\mu^2, \alpha, k) \right]^i = \left[ Z\sigma_{\gamma p}(\mu^2, \alpha, k) + N\sigma_{\gamma n}(\mu^2, \alpha, k) \right]^i \left[ A \right]$$  (19)

$$\Sigma_{\gamma N}^{(i)}(k) = \left[ \sigma_{\gamma N}(k) \right]^i = \left[ Z\sigma_{\gamma p}(k) + N\sigma_{\gamma n}(k) \right]^i \left[ A \right].$$  (20)

Two different parameterizations of the nuclear density are used in the evaluation of the functions $F_n$, specifically a Gaussian and a uniform density distributions for light and heavy nuclei, respectively. In both cases the experimental average nuclear density and $r^2$ values are well
and thus decreases the energy threshold for the shadowing agreement with the experimental data.

The low mass hadronic spectral function, will result in a better description of the $\rho$-meson mass distribution, which enhances the $\rho$-meson mass shift in nuclei, a substantial change in the $\rho$-meson mass distribution.

However calculation still shows a stronger energy dependence than data. In particular, at low energy it overestimates the experimental result thus suggesting the need of further mechanisms for the description of the process.

3 Medium effects on the hadronic spectral function

The calculation described in the previous section is based on the assumption that the spectral function of the hadronic fluctuation of the photon does not change inside the nucleus. In order to improve the phenomenological description of the low energy photonuclear data, the effect of the possible hadronic mass modification in the nuclear medium is now considered.

The $\rho$-meson mass modification in the nuclear medium is predicted by several theoretical approaches which consider effective chiral Lagrangians, in-medium scaling properties based on QCD sum rules, quark bag models combined with quantum hadrodynamics (for a recent review see Ref. [21]). Many of these theories predict a mass reduction $\delta m_\rho$ proportional to the average nuclear density and amounting up to about 100-200 MeV for the nuclear matter density. The decrease of the $\rho$-meson mass inside the nucleus increases the coherence length $\lambda_\rho = 2k/m_\rho^2$ and thus decreases the energy threshold for the shadowing. Other theories predict a broadening or a complete distortion of the in-medium $\rho$-meson mass distribution.

Considering a possible $\rho$-meson mass shift in nuclei, a fit to the photonuclear absorption data is performed by using the previously described calculation. In the spectral function $\Pi(\mu^2)$ of Eq. (13), the $\rho$-meson mass $m_\rho$ is replaced by $m_\rho + \delta m_\rho$, with $\delta m_\rho$ free parameter. In order to reduce the number of free parameters in the fitting procedure, no mass modifications of other vector-mesons are considered since their contributions are small. The fits are shown in Figs. 8 and 9; the relevant $\chi^2$ improves by about a factor of two with respect to the calculations with $\delta m_\rho = 0$. It is worth to mention that also a distortion of the $\rho$-meson mass distribution, which enhances the low mass hadronic spectral function, will result in a better agreement with the experimental data.

The values of the $\delta m_\rho$ obtained from the fits are given in Table 1, they range from $-63$ MeV to $-163$ MeV and the shift in carbon is more than a factor of two bigger than in lead. The values of the $\delta m_\rho$ obtained for the lightest nuclei are significantly larger than most of the theoretical expectations, while are in qualitative agreement with a recent measurement performed via the $^3\text{He}(\gamma, \pi^+\pi^-)X$ reaction [22, 23] which suggests a $\sim 160$ MeV reduction of the $\rho$-mass in $^3\text{He}$. This reduction is so large that cannot be explained by the mean field picture of nuclear matter [24]. In this latter reference, unlike all other calculations which consider infinite nuclear matter, the experimental charge density distributions are used, resulting in a shift in $^4\text{He}$ about a factor of two bigger than in $^{12}\text{C}$ due to the higher $^4\text{He}$ core density. Also a recent calculation that accounts for the local density distributions in $^3\text{He}$, shows a substantial changes in the $\rho$-meson mass [25]. In this particular, a decrease of the $\rho$-meson mass in $^3\text{He}$ is more than a factor of two bigger than in $^{12}\text{C}$ due to the high core density, while for the heavier nuclei the mass-shifts agree with the theoretical predictions which account for the mean nuclear field alone.

Moreover, the higher local density distributions for the lighter nuclei can reduce the local intranuclear distance $d_{N\pi}$, thus accounting for an earlier onset of the shadowing effect on these nuclei.

Table 1: $\rho$-meson mass shifts $\delta m_\rho$ extracted from the photoabsorption data fits. The errors indicate the statistical and the systematic uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>$\delta m_\rho \text{[MeV]}$</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>$\delta m_\rho \text{[MeV]}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>$-163 \pm 14 \pm 50$</td>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>$-115 \pm 17 \pm 53$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>$-133 \pm 11 \pm 40$</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>$-63 \pm 20 \pm 62$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>$-104 \pm 14 \pm 57$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusions

Total photoabsorption cross sections for nucleon and nuclei are calculated in the energy range 1.65-30 GeV. The process is described taking into account both the direct and the hadronic fluctuation interactions of the photon. The latter is computed with a hadronic spectral function which includes the effect of effective $\rho$-coupling constant, the finite width of vector-meson resonances and the quark-antiquark continuum. Realistic and energy dependent interaction cross section for the $\rho$-meson is derived from photoproduction data. The shadowing effect is evaluated in the framework of a Glauber-Gribov multiple scattering theory up to the 5th order.

The low energy onset of the shadowing effect is interpreted as a possible signature of a modification of the hadronic spectral function in the nuclear medium. In particular, a decrease of the $\rho$-meson mass in nuclei is suggested for a better description of the experimental data.
This reduction is larger for the light nuclei and cannot be accounted for by mean field consideration alone.
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Figure 6: Results of the calculation for $\sigma_{\gamma A}/A$ (dotted curves). The solid curves are the result of the fit obtained considering the $\rho$-meson mass shift. Different symbols refer to different experiments.

Figure 7: Shadowing effect $\sigma_{\gamma A}/(Z\sigma_{\gamma p} + N\sigma_{\gamma n})$. Same notations as in Fig. 6.